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Overview  
2019 saw the 28th iteration of Generation Science, a unique and

inspiring programme of highly interactive shows and hands-on 

workshops designed to support the teaching of the curriculum through 

improving the provision of STEM education in Scottish primary schools.

From 28th January – 24th May, our enthusiastic teams of highly skilled 

science communicators travelled round the country, reaching some of 

the most remote villages, ensuring no child is excluded from 

opportunities to learn about STEM. Teachers have a choice of 15

workshops that cover robotics, coding, the human body, chemical 

reactions, space, the environment, electricity, forces and sound. 

This year, Generation Science visited all 32 local authorities, delivering

over 1,400 performances and reaching over 54,000 pupils, inspiring 

the problem solvers of the future and helping teachers deliver the

Curriculum for Excellence. 

Texas Instruments generously supported the delivery of Generation 

Science 2019 and on behalf of all the pupils; we would like to say a 

massive thank you from the bottom of our hearts. Your support has

been invaluable, enabling our teams to travel across Scotland and

inspire primary school pupils to achieve their potential, opening doors 

and engaging them in STEM subjects.

Texas Instruments directly supported 30 workshops across Greenock 

during the 2019 Generation Science. The contribution of our supporters 

enabled us to reach some of Scotland’s most disadvantaged and rural 

schools that would otherwise not have experienced a Generation 
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Overview 
2019 saw the 28th iteration of Generation Science, a unique and 

inspiring programme of highly interactive shows and hands-on 

workshops designed to support the teaching of the curriculum through 

improving the provision of STEM education in Scottish primary schools. 

From 28th January – 24th May, our enthusiastic teams of highly skilled 

science communicators travelled round the country, reaching some of 

the most remote villages, ensuring no child is excluded from 

opportunities to learn about STEM. Teachers have a choice of 15 

workshops that cover robotics, coding, the human body, chemical 

reactions, space, the environment, electricity, forces and sound.  

This year, Generation Science visited all 32 local authorities, delivering 

over 1,400 performances and reaching over 54,000 pupils, inspiring 

the problem solvers of the future and helping teachers deliver the 

Curriculum for Excellence.  

Elgin Energy generously supported the delivery of Generation Science 

2019 and on behalf of all the pupils; we would like to say a massive 

thank you from the bottom of our hearts.  Your support has been 

invaluable, enabling our teams to travel across Scotland and inspire 

primary school pupils to achieve their potential, opening doors and 

engaging them in STEM subjects. 

Elgin Energy directly supported 10 workshops across Moray during the 

2019 Generation Science. The contribution of our supporters enabled 

us to reach some of Scotland’s most disadvantaged and rural schools 

that would otherwise not have experienced a Generation Science 

workshop. 





Press and Marketing 
During the 2019 tour, Generation Science featured in many press 

outlets including Greenock Telegraph, The Border Telegraph, 

Clydebank Post, The Falkirk Herald, Fife Free Press, Hawick News, 

Edinburgh Evening News, Fife Times, The Courier and the Southern 

Reporter.  

The Minister for Further Education, Higher Education and Science, 

Richard Lochhead, visited a sponsored show at Cluny Primary School in 

Buckie 





 We exist in an area of multiple deprivation and our children do not often 
experience science activities or environments out with school. This workshop was 

educationally useful and inspiring for the children. 
TEACHER 

Sponsorship Benefits 
Without our supporters, we simply would not be able to reach the 

number of pupils and schools we do each year. By way of a thank you, 

Elgin Energy received the below benefits as part of the partnership: 

– Logo accreditation in the Generation Science brochure – 3,458 copies

distributed across Scotland with every primary school receiving a copy

– Logo accreditation as an educational funding partner in the Science

Festival brochure [78,000 copies]

– Logo accreditation on the education page of our website with click

through

– Logo accreditation on signage displayed at key Science Festival

venues [179,000 footfall]

– Letter to all schools receiving a sponsored workshop with Elgin Energy’

logo

Pupils and staff thoroughly enjoyed the performance. There is a good range of 
activities – listening, participation, singing, answering questions which kept 

everyone engaged. Terrific resources too!
Teacher  



Thank you so much coming to see us today, I had so much 
fun! P.S. hope to see you again 

Pupil

SCHOOLS VISITED 
With the support of Elgin Energy, we were able to reach these schools during Generation Science Tour 2019: 

SCHOOL TOWN SHOW CLASS PUPILS 

Findochty School Findochty Body Builders P1-7 64 

Milne's Primary School Fochabers Body Builders P4-7 80 

Rothiemay School Moray Body Builders P4-7 60 

Seafield School (Moray) Bishopmill Day or Night P3 68 

Lhanbryde School Lhanbryde Day or Night P1-3 66 

Cluny School (Buckie) Buckie Day or Night P1 57 

St Gerardine School Lossiemouth Good Vibrations P6/7 70 

St Peter's RC School (Buckie) Buckie Lego Mindstorms Challenge P4/5 24 

Millbank School Buckie Smart Grid P4/5 75 

Crossroads Primary School (Keith) Keith Space Base P4-7 19 



 

 

HIGHLIGHTS 
During the 2019 tour, our fabulous teams travelled the length and 

breadth of Scotland taking in some of the most magnificent scenery on 

the way. A few of our teams were lucky enough to travel to some of 

Scotland’s most beautiful islands including the Isle of Lewis, Isle of 

Harris, North Uist, South Uist, Isle of Mull, Isle of Gigha, Orkney, 

Shetland, Great Cumbrae, Muck and Islay. Muck Primary School were 

joined by pupils from both Eigg and Rum who travelled over for the 

workshop. Whilst on Islay, our teams were part of a transition event for 

Primary 7 pupils taking place at Islay High School – a great event to 

be involved in! This saw our Robo Constructors team visit the local 

primary schools where they did their workshop with the pupils from P4-

6. Following this, they spent a day at Islay high school where the P7 

children from the local primary schools attended to take part in the 

workshop at the high school. These transition events are useful as it 

helps the P7 children get familiar with the high school where they will 

soon be attending. We also did a workshop for S1 pupils when we 

were there. 

 

Thank you very much for our Generation Science Workshop,  
you entertained us a lot and made us laugh.  

I learned lots of interesting facts and would definitely do the workshop again. 
PUPIL 

 

We also had two teams present at the Caithness Science Festival and 

helped create numerous science weeks/days at schools across the 

country. Schools often organise Generation Science activities for the 

whole school, to ensure that their pupils are having an inspiring and 

high quality science experience. We can bring expertise and 

specialised kit that schools don’t have themselves. Depending on the 

size of school rolls, our visits may only incorporate one show or 

workshop where we see the whole school in that session, other schools 

may book multiple sessions to see each class. For instance, there were 

at least 30 smaller schools where we were able to see the whole 

school in one show/workshop. There are many other schools where we 

will have seen the whole school as part of a science day, or science 

week. For example, one primary school in Edinburgh booked 15 

shows/workshops, one for each class. 

 
Fantastic experience for pupils who have few opportunities to experience hands on 

exploration guided by informed delivery. Memorable experience I hope inspires 
pupils in science for future careers. 

TEACHER 

 

 

 



 

Thank You 
Elgin Energy’s support in 2019 has enabled Edinburgh Science to 

captivate minds across Scotland, bringing science to their door 

(literally). You have been instrumental in allowing us to reach thousands 

of children and support their teachers to deliver the Curriculum for 

Excellence in an informative and dynamic way. 

 

2021 will be the 30th Anniversary of Generation Science and look 

forward to celebrating this milestone with you. Together, we can work 

towards a Scotland that is engaged with scientific ideas, where 

individuals think about the role that science and technology plays in their 

own lives and where young people are inspired to move into these 

emerging fields and take on the challenges of tomorrow. 

 

On behalf of the Edinburgh Science team, our science communicators, 

and the many young people who directly benefitted Elgin Energy’s 

support, we would like to thank you once more for your confidence in 

our work and the invaluable support given in helping us to achieve our 

charitable aims. 

 

Kind regards, 

 

CEO and Director 

Edinburgh Science 

 




